
Show your dog how they can get

things right rather than reacting with

the common place "NO!" whenever

your dog does something you don't

like. You can save your dog and

yourself a lot of frustration by being

proactive instead of reactive.

Yes, changing habits can be

challenging but if done gradually,

with method and knowledge, the

rewards for you and your dog will be

well worth it. Start changing your

habits today!

Continued on page 2.

Dog-dog play: What it should look like and when

to intervene. Page 3.

Be a team player and assist your dog with their

socials skills on walks. Page 3.

Ditch the "no" culture and teach your dog

behaviours you like. Page 2.

Your dog is just as much an individual as you are. Some dogs are social with

most dogs they meet, some have a few select friends and some prefer to just

hang out with their humans.

Allowing your dog to be

who they are is a much

better and kinder approach

than pushing them to get

along with everyone.

However, if your dog reacts

fearful or aggressive around

other dogs, you need to take

action.

Continued on page 3.

It may sound like a practical idea to

walk your dog on a retractable

leash. While giving your dog more

freedom on leash can have benefits,

under certain circumstances, there

are some very important reasons

why leashes of the retractable kind

are better avoided.
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You can help end the cruelty of

puppy factories by choosing your

next dog carefully. Don't give

money to unethical breeders.

Instead, rescue a dog from a shelter

or buy from a licensed, reputable

breeder.

Continued page 4



"No" can serve as an interrupter to

your dog's behaviour but it rarely

changes things long term. Your "no"

would have to be rather scary for your

dog to modify their behaviour and

even then it may only have an effect

when you are around. In your absence,

without having to fear a thundering

"NO!!", your dog most likely still has

the same motivation as before to

engage in whatever behaviour you

don't approve of.

It is worth remembering that dogs

behave according to their instincts and

current desires. They do not follow

some master plan to reach a distant

imaginary goal but simply respond to

their momentary emotions and urges.

And in most cases this has very little

to do with us. For example, your dog

may want to eat, play, greet visitors,

check out other dogs, chew or chase

something. All these are perfectly

normal dog behaviours but

unfortunately we quite regularly find

them annoying. So, we react with lots

of "no" and "stop it", "off" and "out"

and whatever else we come up with to

thwart our dogs' "doggieness".

Fortunately, there is a better way.

Think of behaviours that you do like

or at least are tolerant of in your dog.

Hopefully this is not just "sitting

silently in a corner"; otherwise you

probably have the wrong type of

companion animal. There are usually

perfectly acceptable dog behaviours

that are incompatible with behaviours

you don't like. So, if you can get your

dog to engage in those "ok

behaviours", they generally can't do

the unwanted

behaviours at

the same time.

For example:

Most dogs

don't bark if

they have

something in

their mouth

(yes, some

actually can!) .

Excessive

watchdog

barking could

be prevented

by teaching

the dog to go and fetch a toy. As with

most behaviours, this needs to be

done in increments and with lots of

positive reinforcement, i.e. high value

rewards for the dog. First teach the

behaviour out of context, i.e. no

visitors or passers-by, and then

gradually add those distractions in.

Before you start training though, make

sure that your dog's nuisance

behaviour is not caused by an

underlying emotional problem such as

fear or anxiety. You may have to get

professional help to rule this out or

address it; otherwise your attempts at

training will be futile.

Continued from page 1 .

Dogs behave instinctively
following their urges and not out
of spite or other bad intentions.
It is our responsibility to teach
them what behaviours we prefer
by rewarding them accordingly.

Watchdog barking: Teach your dog to fetch a toy or ball on cue. Then use the cue whenever your dog's triggers

happen (e.g. people at the door or in the neighbouring yard etc.) . If your dog is not crazy about toys or balls you can

train this by giving high value food rewards for retrieving the item. Alternatively you can teach 'go to your mat' or any

other location for a food reward.

Jumping up at visitors: As with barking, fetching a toy or running after a ball when visitors come to the house gives

the dog something else to do while also allowing overexcited dogs to get rid of excess energy. More sedate activities

are 'sit' to greet the visitor (and get a treat) or 'go to your mat' and chew on a food puzzle toy. As always, teach the

behaviour out of context first and then practise with friends and family before trying it on real visitors.

Chewing on 'illegal' items: Give your dog items they are allowed to chew and re-direct them every time they try to

chew on an 'illegal' item. Play with them with their own chew toys and praise them to encourage the use of 'legal' chew

items. Only keep two or three of your dog's chew toys out at a time and rotate others in periodically. Occasionally add

a new toy to keep your dog interested.

Digging up the garden: If your dog is a passionate digger, redirecting the dog to their own 'sandpit' is ideal. First

place very easy to find tasty treats in the chosen location and encourage your dog to 'find' them. Then make it

gradually more difficult by wrapping the food in socks, t-shirts, towels and cardboard boxes and burying them deeper.

www.crosspaws.com.au/blog/dog-training/train-for-success-not-with-stress



Having a dog comes with

responsibilities. Just like you wouldn’t

want your dog to be assaulted –

physically or emotionally – by other

dogs, it is important to monitor your

dog’s behaviour for anti-social

tendencies. For example, it is not at all

uncommon that dogs behave

aggressively on leash when spotting

other dogs. Pulling, barking and

snarling towards the other dog can be

frightening and concerning to

onlookers. Off leash encounters can

also sometimes go a little pear shaped

and even lead to serious fights.

First, it is important to understand

that dogs communicate differently to

humans.

Before assuming your dog is vicious

or dangerous, it is best to engage a

good trainer or behaviourist to

determine your dog’s likely motivation

for the aggressive behaviour. The

usual suspects for on leash aggression

are negative associations with other

dogs (in which case your dog wants

the other dog to go away) or

frustration because the leash prevents

your dog to go and check the other

dog out (in which case your dog wants

to get closer to the other dog) .

Off leash aggression can also be

motivated by fear or your dog may

have inappropriate social skills due to

lack of experience, developmental

changes, genetic reasons or a

combination of factors.

No matter if your dog is a klutz, a

bully, lacks confidence or simply

doesn't like other dogs: Please help

your dog to become relaxed and non-

confrontational when other dogs are

in the vicinity. It is important for your

dog's emotional wellbeing and the

safety of everyone.

Keep in mind that if you try to

change your dog’s aggressive

behaviour with being aggressive

yourself or forcing your dog into

situations they can't handle, you are

only going to make matters worse.

If on the other hand your dog is very

social and wants to meet every dog

they come across, you are not off the

hook. While your dog may be happy,

other dogs can still become 'victims'

of your dog’s outgoing nature. Do not

allow your dog to walk up to shy or

fearful dogs or to pursue any dog who

clearly wants to get away.

Not every dog can successfully

communicate that they want to be left

alone, so it is up to you and the other

humans to make sure that all dog-dog

interactions are consensual. Pay

attention to your dog at the dog park

at all times.

Continued from page 1 .

What often looks overly
aggressive to us can be a
harmless "argument" in dog
terms. How else are dogs going
to express their anger, stress or
fear than through verbal and
physical posturing?

If your dog is aggressive on lead,

avoid meeting other dogs, especially

head-on. Walk at quiet times of the

day, move to the other side of the

road or in a different direction.

Never punish your dog for growling

or "going off". Always keep a calm

and positive demeanour (no matter

how you feel inside) to diffuse your

dog's high arousal. You can find help

at: http://careforreactivedogs.com

If your dog is friendly on lead, respect

other dogs and owners if they don't

want to meet. This is not only to

protect the other dog - who may have

behavioural problems - but to protect

your own dog from potentially being

snarled at or attacked. Always ask if it

is ok to meet. Even then, keep on-

leash meetings short and sweet and

always keep the leashes loose.

When dogs play they engage in one or more behaviours

from their natural fight, flight, predation and mateship

repertoires. This is why you will typically see wrestling,

display of teeth, teeth on necks, body slams, chasing,

humping and more. Sometimes these behaviours can look

worrying to us. Play is ok if you see those behaviours:

• Play includes play bows, loose and bouncy movements.

• The dogs take turns, e.g. one of them chases the other

and then they switch, or the dog on the apparent

"receiving end" invites the behaviour from the other dog,

e.g. teases to be chased.

If you see the following behaviours, it's time to
intervene. Either do a consent test (pull the alleged

perpetrator off and wait if the other dog comes back for

more) or separate the dogs for good.

• A dog is being repeatedly pinned to the ground.

• A dog is trying to get away but is persistently pursued by

another dog.

Note that growling is not an automatic sign of

aggression. Many dogs growl while playing. But even if a

dog is growling to make another dog go away, this is

perfectly acceptable and should never be punished.



 Retractable leashes are known

to have caused friction burns, deep

cuts and even amputations when

wrapped around limbs, which can

happen easily. Other hazards

include tripping over the thin,

sometimes hard to see lead, falls

due to entanglement or being

pulled over and injuries resulting

from snapped cords.

 The flexible lead may give your

dog the illusion that they are free to

move but if your dog runs and

suddenly hits the end of the lead (or

you press the stop button), the dog's

neck is violently jerked back, risking

spinal and neck injuries.

 If you drop the bulky handle your

dog may get startled and take off,

dragging the handle behind them.

This can cause your dog to panic and

become anxious in certain contexts in

the future, depending on what they

associated with the frightening

experience.

 A flexible lead gives you less

control over your dog's movements

and reeling in the dog quickly if

required is difficult. Your dog may get

into trouble when they rush up to

another dog on lead who doesn't like

being approached, which can result in

your dog being attacked; your dog

may run into the street in front of a

car before you can respond; your dog

may cross in front of a cyclist or

jogger and cause them to trip and

possibly suffer injury and so on.

 The constant pressure on your

dog's neck by the spring-loaded lead

teaches your dog that a taut lead is

normal. This is the opposite of what

we want when teaching a dog to walk

on a loose lead.

Your dog learns that pulling against

the taut lead gives them more lead, i.e.

freedom of movement, and allows

them to move closer to wherever they

want to go, thus reinforcing the

pulling.

Puppy factories – also called puppy

mills or farms – are exactly what they

sound like: Mass production facilities

which supply the market with puppies.

If you bought your dog at a pet shop,

your money has most likely gone to a

puppy farm. Buying online or via

private ad without checking the

puppy’s origins carries the same risks

of supporting unethical breeders.

Apart from the highly questionable

ethics of churning out puppies like

paperclips, there are grave concerns

for the mental and physical health of

the dogs raised by these ruthless

businesses.

Even if animal welfare is not a high

priority for you, consider that your

puppy’s behaviour will be influenced

by their parents’ genes, the stress their

mother suffers during pregnancy and

nursing and the

environment the dogs live

and grow up in. You may

find yourself struggling to

fix the various behaviour

problems and other health

issues your puppy is likely

to bring along.

Make the right choice and

get your next dog from a good rescue

organisation or a reputable licensed

breeder. So many rescue dogs are

waiting for a forever home and there

is no reason to avoid them. Rescue

dogs generally make wonderful

companions and Crosspaws is happy

to give discounts for coaching and

training you and your new rescue dog.

Check out these two websites:

Continued from page 1 .
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www.oscarslaw.org
www.animalsaustralia.org/puppies




